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1) Production challenges. TT

a) Same equipment

b) RRHH training

c) Technology donor compromise

d) Each TT step must be done and checked for both the parties

e) Similar quality 

f) Costs



1) Production challenges. Self 
development

a) Chose the right target

b) RRHH training

c) Chose the right expression system

d) Have the right tests and documentation done on time

e) Define quality for the product

f) Costs



2) Biotech business. Challenges

1) Develop the product in a technical and economical feasible way.

2) Have all the right regulatory documentation, and generated on time.

3) Understand how to sell the product in regions where we have no 
knowledge, not experience.

4) We must forecast a very intense opposition 



Mistakes to avoid (I)
1) Develop the product in a technical and economical feasible way.

a) Do not understand the difference in between spending and investing.
b) Do not perform a realistic marketing study.
c) Do not realize the economic impact of “time to market”.
d) Do not understand -not foresee, costs nor productive systems available.
e) Hire scientists and professors for achieving technical developments.
f) Employ vectors, hosts and processes under IP protection without 

knowing it.



Mistakes to avoid (II)
2) Have all the regulatory documentation generated on time.

a) Do not understand the difference in between spending and investing.
b) Do not know local requirements for each country.
c) Do the comparative studies with few batches of each product.
d) Prepare the CTD without a sole responsible for it, with the power for deciding.
e) The responsible for CTD does not understand the whole picture of the technology 

and the regulatory issues.
f) Translate the CTD with the cheaper -and not the best, translator.

g) To defend the CTD with collaborators that do not understand the technology at 
all.



Mistakes to avoid (II cont.)

h) At first develop production, then perform pre-clinical and clinical trials 
with the resulting product, and afterwards decide to change the production 
system to improve costs, productivity or quality.
i) Do not perform the right studies comparing the new system product 
against the old one and against the innovator´s.
j) Do not prepare different CTDs adapted for each country that has different 
requirements.



Mistakes to avoid (III)

 3) Do not understand how to sell the product in regions where we have no 
knowledge, not experience.

a) Do not understand the difference in between spending and investing.
b) Our negotiators do not know the region.
c) Our local CEO has his own interests.
d) The corporate -as well as the local representative, have no idea of the 

opposition they will suffer once the product is approved by the local authorities
e) Do not understand the particular mechanism for selling a given product in a 

given country.
f) Try to get all the profit for us instead of sharing the business with the local 

licensee.



Mistakes to be avoided (IV)
4) We must forecast a very intense opposition in:
- Regulatory issues
- Safety
- Lack of experience
- Patents
- Differences against the innovator
- Exchangeability
- Physicians are going to be loyal to the innovator
- Fear of the patients in front of changing brand



Rational go/no go

•If we are the manufacturer, do not start any project if we do 
not identify, understand in deep and solve all the factors 
mentioned.

•If we will commercialize a product produced by a third party 
we must first analyze in Deep their CTD and inspect the 
production plant before signing a contract and starting the 
registration process.



Suggestions (I)

- There are many and very important opportunities waiting for us, but…

- If we do not consider, know and solve all the factors here presented, we are 
condemning ourself to look for an approval that is never going to arrive. If it 
arrives, we will not sell anything.

- We will spend years and decades solving problems without arriving to the market. 
that issue make us lost huge profits. A lot more of money and time that what they 
had cost, if we were done the right investments and decisions. 

- Most important, the profit we will not get, is thousands of times more than the 
investment (costs?) we think we saved.



Facts

- The market is full of examples of companies –even important ones, that 
did not follow the problems here presented and failed completely.

- The bad examples convinced many investors and companies that this 
activity is not profitable. 

- Most of the companies that follow this way, continue to do the same 
mistakes.



Questions?

Thank you very much!
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